Aaronson, Neil – NAMS
Development of Underwater Binaural Head Model.

Albano, Donna – BUSN
The Relationship between Self-directed Learning & Precepting at Stockton.

Baker, Tracy – NAMS
Monitoring and data collection for wetland hydrology research in South Africa.

Boakes, Norma – EDUC
Changing the Self-Efficacy and Teaching Practices of Pre-service Teachers with Technology Integration: the ITLA Model.

Bonnan, Matthew – NAMS
Sizing up dinosaurs with computational science: does long bone shape help you become gigantic?

Bulevich, John – SOBL
Testing and Misinformation.

Button, Deanna – SOBL
Examining Global Attitudes toward Gender and Sexuality.

Figart, Deb – EDUC
Building a Life in Atlantic City’s Casino Economy.

Haria, Priti – EDUC
Word Walk: An Explicit Vocabulary Instructional Sequence to Enhance Head Start Students’ Vocabulary Knowledge.

Hendrick, Pamela – ARHU
Growing up in the other Atlantic City.

Ingulli, Elaine – BUSN

Musher, Sharon Ann – ARHU
Completing a manuscript: A New Deal for Art.

Newman, Jeremy – ARHU
Experimental Video “Chicago”.
Olsen, Lance – ARHU  
Composing Music for the Stockton Saxophone Quartet.

Padden, Mary – HLTH  
The Use of Simulation with Debriefing and Guided Reflective Journaling to Stimulate Critical Thinking and Clinical Reasoning Skills in Pre Licensure BNS students.

Sanchez, Javier – ARHU  
Presentation at South Atlantic Modern Language Association Nov 9-11 N. Carolina.

Shulman, Jason – NAMS  
Effective Models of Complex Electrical Networks.

Tartaro, Christine – SOBL  
Evaluation of Video Visitation in Jails.

Vaughn, Beverly – ARHU  
African American Music in Greece: workshop at Aristotle University of Thessalonike.

Vijaya, Ramya M. – SOBL  
Presenting paper at the annual economics association conference (ASSA Jan 2013).

Zappile, Tina – SOBL  
"A Tree Grows in Bugembe: Effection of Multinational Corporate Embeddedness and Institutional Traps.." research presentation & international travel.

Zhang, Ai – ARHU  
Assessing Student Learning outcomes through a service-learning based pedagogy in a public relating course.

Zucconi, Laura – ARHU  
Applications for External Support for Sabbatical Leave.

Provost Faculty Opportunities Fund

Allison, Donnetrice – ARHU  
Travel to present at the National Communication Association's Conference, Orlando, FL.

Burdick, David – SOBL  
Travel to support presentation "Community Engagement as the New/Old Frontier for Engaging Students in Aging" at GSA Conference.

Button, Deanna – SOBL  
Examining Global Attitudes toward Gender and Sexuality.
Chirenje, Tait – NAMS
"Pacific Biodiversity" workshop offered by NYU FRN.

Cydis, Susan – EDUC
Professors as Coaches: Infusing Content and Pedagogy in the Middle School Classroom.

Ervin, Jeremy – EDUC
Funding for travel for NSTA National Conference, San Antonio, TX to present in 3 sessions.

Fleck, Jessica – SOBL
The Impact of Computer Games on Cognition in Healthy Aging - A Paper Presentation with Students - Vancouver, CA.

Galantino, Mary Lou – HLTH
HIV and Rehabilitation Symposium in South Africa.

Gussman, Deborah – ARHU
Manuscript preparation of Scholarly Edition of Catharine Maria Sedgwick's _Married or Single?_.

Jacobson, Kristin – ARHU
Conference Travel AY 2012-2013.

Lebak, Kimberly – EDUC
Funding to present "The Importance of others in Triggering Cognitive Dissonance during our Expanded Action Research Cycles" and "Using Video to Improve Pre-service Teachers’ Reflective Capacity" at AERA.

McDonald, Michelle – ARHU
Association of Caribbean Historians - International Travel Funding.

Meyers, Shelly – EDUC
Professors as Coaches: Infusing Content and Pedagogy in the Middle School Classroom.

Pomeroy, Anne – ARHU
Invited Plenary Speaker at the 10th Biennial Radical Philosophy Association Conference.

Sedia, Ekaterina – NAMS
Partial funding for conference travel.

Spitzer, Lois – EDUC
Support for travel to Global Perspectives Theme conference.

Taneja, Aakash – BUSN
Travel expense to attend 2012 DSI Annual Meeting with students to present research "What Lies behind a Cyber bully?"
Tinsley, Ron – EDUC
Travel expense for 2 presentations at AERA 2013 conference in San Francisco CA.

Vijaya, Ramya M. – SOBL

Zappile, Tina – SOBL
Entrepreneurship in Developing Countries: Opportunities and Challenges: research presentation and international travel to academy of management Africa conference, Johannesburg, South Africa Jan 2013.

Avery, James – SOBL
The Sources of Income Inequality Across Race in the American States.

Baker, Tracy – NAMS
Assessment and identification of long-term wetland monitoring sites in South Africa.

Bulevich, John – SOBL
Metamemory Influences Memory in the Elderly.

Chen, Min – BUSN
Effectively Maintain Web Site Structure to Facilitate User Navigation.

Cox, Lisa – SOBL
Introduction to Social Work: An Advocacy-Based Profession Textbook Completion Project.

Cydis, Susan – EDUC
"Student Perceived Competencies in a Teacher Education Program.

Gayda, Christine – SOBL
Dementia Screenings: The Response to a Free Community Outreach Program. This project has been designed to serve as both a community/public health outreach program and research study.

Harvey, Douglas – EDUC
Preparing Pre-Service Teachers for Technology Integration: Measuring the Impact of the Instructional Technology Leadership Academy on the Self-Efficacy and Teaching Practice of Future Teachers.

Hayse, Michael – ARHU

Jacobson, Kristin – ARHU
Spiritual Natures and the American Adrenaline Narrative.
Jarvis, Jessie – NAMS
Hydroacoustic Mapping of New Jersey Seagrass Beds.

Keenan, Kelly – NAMS
Identification of efflux proteins and genes in Neurospora crassa.

Koh, Adeline – ARHU
Troublesome women in Asia: The Politics of Women, Gender and Sexuality in Singapore and Malaysia.

Landau, Matthew – NAMS
Distribution of Corals in a Florida Seagrass Ecosystem.

Lebak, Kimberly – EDUC
Using the Classroom Assessment Scoring System (CLASS) to Evaluate Teacher Effectiveness and Student Learning.

Li, Wei-Xuan – BUSN
The relationship between the liquidity and information efficiency in the currency futures markets.

Manson, Russell – NAMS
Establishing a long term international research program in modeling the sustainability of environmental systems.

Marsico, Robert – HLTH

Martino, Sara – SOBL
The Relationship between Feminist Identity Development and the Superwoman Ideal.

McDonald, Michelle – ARHU
Consuming with a Conscience: the Free Produce Movement of Early America.

Meyers, Shelly – EDUC
Professors as Coaches: Infusing Content and Pedagogy in the Middle School Classroom.

Morus, Christina – ARHU
Invisible Agents of War: A Critical Consideration of Militarized Women in the Bosnian War.

Moscovici, Daniel – NAMS
How sustainable are New Jersey vineyards and wineries? Given existing practices and trends, what opportunities exist for the industry and the State?

Newman, Jeremy – ARHU
Experimental Video "Watch Her Now."

Nzuki, Francis – GENS
Examining the Components of Mathematics Identity and Achievement in College Students.
Olson, Kory – ARHU
*Lassen Sie uns Paris besuchen! (Let's Visit Paris!): Travel to an Occupied City.*

Rapatski, Brandy – NAMS
*Developing a mathematical model for the HIV infection in the United States, with emphasis on analysis of the effects of early treatment.*

Ross, Rain – ARHU
*What is Research?: Defining Research in the Creative Process.*

Severs, Matthew – NAMS
*Geochemical investigation of partial melts in low pressure, high temperature metamorphic rocks.*

Sharon, Yitzhak – NAMS
*Studies of the Nuclear Structure of the Strontium and Zirconium Nuclei Near, and At, the Closed Neutron Shell With 50 Neutrons.*

Shobe, Elizabeth – SOBL
*Neuroscience of Everyday Life.*

Siecienski, A. Edward – ARHU
*Two chapters for the upcoming books: The Oxford Handbook on Maximus the Confessor and Ecumenical Perspectives on the Filioque for the 21st Century.*

Straub, Peter – NAMS
*Argentina Conference Participation - Coastal and Estuarine Research Federation.*

Taneja, Aakash – BUSN
*Determinants of Privacy Protection Mechanism Usage on Facebook.*

Trout, Joseph – NAMS
*Pilot Project to Install, Configure & Test the Weather Research & Forecast Model from the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) in Boulder, CO. This computer model will enable us to forecast the weather & complete atmospheric & climate research.*

Ueno-Olsen, Hannah – ARHU
*Creating a 3D Virtual Old Town of 1800s Edinburgh: a complement to the 'Pox and the City Game' Project.*

Walton, Edward – HLTH
*Exploratory Study Evaluating the Antimicrobial and Wound Healing Potential of the North American Cranberry (Vaccinium macrocarpon).*

Wang, Jinchang – BUSN
*A Research on Machine Intelligence.*
Yankeleowitz, Dina – GENS
*Forms of Mathematical Reasoning and Encouraging Student Justifications.*

Zhang, Ai – ARHU
*Prepare 2 manuscripts to submit to publication based on dissertation research and have research field trip to China to collect more data on Chinese public relations education to further substantiate & deepen my understanding of Chinese pub rel ed.*

Zucconi, Laura, ARHU

---

**Sabbatical**

Kruger, Yvonne – BUSN
*Planning for Faculty Engagement and the Transition of Older Baby Boomer Faculty at RSC: A White Paper.*

Tartaro, Christine – SOBL
*Evaluation of video visitation in jails.*

---

**Additional Funding**

Lema, Joseph – BUSN
*Facilitating Self-direction in Precepting at Stockton.*

Rodriguez, Michael – SOBL
*Establishing an Intern Abroad Program for Stockton Students in Germany & Netherlands.*